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Abstract

In the paper we describe a new version of the software tool developed for education and experimental works in speech processing domain. Since 1997, when the original VISPERS was released, we have added several new modules and options that give a student a deeper look at the basic principles, methods and algorithms used namely in speech recognition. Newly included modules allow for visualization of the Viterbi search algorithm implemented either in sequential or parallel way, they introduce the idea of the beam search with pruning and guide a student towards understanding the principle of word string recognition. The VISPER concept of a single graphic environment with mutually linked modules remains untouched. The VISPER II is compatible with all recent versions of the MS Windows OS and it is freely available.

1. Introduction

Recently, we can see a constantly growing interest in education in the field of speech science and technology. It has been stimulating by a great demand from industry searching for new experts in speech and language processing. This was clearly demonstrated in the large survey [1] conducted in 1996 - 1999 within the European Socrates Thematic Network on Speech Communications Sciences. As a response to the Network proposals and recommendations, a special ISCA interest group on education (EduSIG) was established. It has launched a new line of events, such as Educational Arena and special tracks at Eurospeech conferences, or the MATTISE workshop, etc.

At academic institutions these actions helped to increase the motivation towards developing and freely sharing education oriented tools and programs. At present, education software covers such topics, like speech production and perception [2], speech signal analysis, synthesis and annotation [3], speech coding [4], speech recognition [5], speaker recognition [6] as well as dialogue management [7].

Our contribution to this domain has been the software for visualizing and explaining the basic algorithms used in speech recognition. The software, known under the name VISPERS has been recently completely revised and complemented by several new tools and options. Some of these innovations followed the comments coming from the user community.

2. The VISPERS’s brief history

The first idea on the visual presentation of the speech recognition basics dates back to 1995 when we searched for an appropriate way of introducing the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) concepts to our students. The product named Visual Markov [8] was followed a by similar tool explaining the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) method in 1996. At Eurospeech in 1997 we presented a unified environment that enabled a student to run off-line as well as on-line experiments based on DTW and HMM classification methods. The unique feature of the VISPER platform consisted in the fact that no programming nor scripting was needed in order to prepare and run any experiment. Hence the software could be used not only by students of engineering studies but also within speech science courses at non-engineering faculties. Another feature appreciated by the users was the animated presentation of the algorithms, which showed the training and classification procedures step after step.

Since 1997 when the VISPERS was released, other research projects have not allowed us to continue in further development. We just fixed several bugs and tried to keep the software compatible with the latest versions of the MS Windows systems. A recent wave of the increased interest in speech courses at our university, however, made us realize some of the ideas that gathered during the last five years. This resulted in the new version of the VISPER that is available to the community since 2003.

Figure 1: The VISPERS starting window that allows a user to set up and launch an experiment. The new modules for sequential, parallel and string recognition are highlighted.
3. New modules and features in VISPER

The original version had these basic working modes:

Speech recording and parameterization, signal and parameter exploring, DTW matching, continuous HMM training and matching, on-line recognition with the DTW and HMM algorithms, and simple tools for speech and model database maintenance.

Two of the working mode are displayed in Fig. 2

The new version further includes a module for visual presentation of sequential and parallel recognition and a module for word string recognition.

3.1 Sequential HMM recognition

In this mode the user can learn the classic implementation of the Viterbi algorithm, where an unknown word (of length $F$ frames) is matched sequentially to HMMs of all words in the vocabulary.

The matching procedure is displayed in lattice $f \times s$ ($f$ are the frames and $s$ stands for model states - see Fig.3). For each model the evaluation is made and animated in columns, representing frame $f$. The best path leading to any point ($f,s$) is indicated so that the local decisions of the Viterbi algorithm can be seen. After processing the last column (i.e. the last frame), the log likelihood in the point ($F,S$) is displayed and the optimal alignment between the word frames and the model states is revealed by backtracking the local pointers. The same is done and visualized sequentially for all the models. After processing the last model the best score is shown and the word is classified.

The whole procedure can be animated on several levels. On the highest one only the resulting scores and the revealed paths are shown and the recognition result is available in one instant. If desired, the procedure can be animated frame after frame, word after word, which allows the student to understand not only the algorithm itself but also its typical implementation.

3.2 Parallel HMM recognition

This mode utilizes the same environment as in the previous one. However, here the matching is done frame by frame but in parallel across all the models. In this arrangement the student can learn the principle of time synchronous processing. Such implementation allows for comparing the best local scores for individual models and make a decision about the least promising hypothesis. The student can choose a threshold for pruning and immediately see how it will influence the recognition. The evaluation of the models whose best paths do not fit with the threshold is canceled and the number of models and paths under consideration gradually decreases. In this way the student can learn the principle of the Viterbi beam search, which is the basic concept of large vocabulary recognition. The animation options are same as in the previously described mode.

3.3 Word string recognition

Our experience says that after learning the principle of the parallel evaluation, understanding the most difficult concept of word string recognition becomes much easier. It is also because the VISPER demonstrates it in same environment as in the previous modes. The student just notices a new entry state added to each model at its start. This state serves for transferring the scores from predecessor words.

The visualization of the string recognition procedure is shown in Fig. 4. In principle it is very similar to the parallel classification mode. The animated evaluation is done again frame after frame. When one or more paths reach the final states of any of the models, the routine finds the model with the best score in the final state and the score value as well as the information about the winner is passed to the entry states of all the models. The tool visually indicates all the information used for the decision at the internal and word-end level.
The student learns that the backtracking procedure is of the essential importance here, because it is the only means to unveil the most probable sequence of the spoken words. The word string recognition must be preceded by the definition of the allowed word combinations. In a special window the user can allow either all word pairs or he/she can select those combinations that will be allowed/disallowed. The values of the bigrams are calculated and displayed in order to introduce at least the basic concept of the probabilistic language model.

3.4 Additional new features and options

In all the three modes the classification routines can run with up to 50 word models, although for understanding the principles a vocabulary of 10 words (like e.g. digits) is sufficient enough. The two scroll bars in the animation window allow for displaying any part of the model and time space. Moreover, the order and the position of the displayed models can be arbitrarily chosen, so that the user can focus on those models that are the most relevant ones in the particular experiment. The user also has a large choice of options that make the visual presentation even more transparent. It is possible to modify the color and size of the lattice points and paths, the models can have same or different length, the position of the models can be automatically reorganized according to the scores, in the string recognition the word-end decisions can be displayed for each frame, the control buttons can have a touch sensitive help, etc.

The organization of all the experiments within the VISPER II has been further simplified in the way that the configuration of the experiments can be stored and later retrieved. This also helps the teacher to prepare a line of experiments that guides the student from very simple to the most complex ones.

3.5 Compatibility with the other modules

All the new modules are fully compatible with the original ones. Hence, within the single environment the student can record his/her own speech database. Using the database he/she can run initial DTW experiments or train word models for HMM recognition. The HMM models can be 3D visualized and at the same time they are ready for sequential, parallel or string recognition - without any programming or scripting work.
4. Application in speech related courses

The VISPER tool has been used in our MSc courses in Pattern and speech recognition for more than 5 years. Our experience show that a tool of this type not only makes the course more attractive for the students but it also helps the teacher in preparing the lectures. While previously we used VISPER screen-shots drawn on slides, recently we run the software on the data projector during the lecture and provide the students by an animated and more comprehensive explanation of the algorithms. At the end of the one-semester module at least some of the students are able to write their own programs for DTW and HMM recognition. The VISPER also can help them in developing and debugging their programs, because they can test them on the same data that are shown in the visual environment.

The previous version has been registered on some 80 institutions world-wide. According to our knowledge the software was used not only at technical departments but also in speech science courses taught at non-engineering faculties (e.g. at the Dept. of phonetics at the Charles University in Prague.) The software is freely available for any non-commercial education purposes - for details see out WWW pages [9].
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